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Abstract

Aim: Evaluate the masticatory performance in patients with different clinical situations: patients with 
natural dentition without restorative and/or orthodontic intervention (Group CG) and patients with 
restorations and/or orthodontic intervention (Group TG). Subjects received instruction before the 
experiment, related to masticatory movements. Methods: Three capsules containing the granules 
were delivered separately to chew for 20 seconds each, controlled by the examiner. One capsule 
was chewed for 20 seconds only on the left side; the second capsule was chewed for 20 seconds 
only on the right side; and the third capsule was chewed for 20 seconds to simulate each patient’s 
mastication. The mean data and standard deviation of masticatory function of each patient was 
calculated. Results: The results obtained in this study showed that there were no statistically 
significant differences (P < 0.05) between both tested groups (0.0320 ± 0.00716, 0.0436 ± 
0.00974). Conclusions: Patients who were submitted to orthodontic and/or restorative procedures, 
with balanced occlusion could be used as a control group, making easier the patient recruitment. 
Clinicians and researchers on masticatory performance evaluation could apply the colorimetric 
method. The colorimetric method was a standardize method, effective and easy to execute.
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Introduction
 
The objective of oral rehabilitation is to reestablish phonetics, aesthetics and 

regular function. A healthy individual must have harmony between the stomatognathic 
system components; therefore, the knowledge of components of this complex system 
is extremely important to restore one of the most significant human function, the 
mastication1-3. It is crucial to evaluate correctly chewing function to determinate the 
quality of a treatment4-8. 

The orthodontic treatment prioritizes function and occlusion for treatment the 
patient that has malocclusion, and this should be explained before initiating the 
treatment9. Previous study10 demonstrated that 80 per cent of the individuals that attend 
orthodontic practices disregard structural or functional consideration, could influence 
in your chewing, masticatory performance, including bite force, occlusal contact area, 
number of functional tooth units and malocclusion severity11. This treatment will 
assist the patient during your chewing, because the mastication is the first step in the 
process of digestion12,13. 
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Obtaining the mean values of masticatory performance of 
a control group is important for defining a deadline. Previous 
literature6 described the control group as total dentate patients 
without signs or symptoms of traumatic occlusion, which 
have not undergone restorative and/or orthodontic procedures. 
However, even with advances in preventive dentistry, it has been 
difficult to recruit patients with these specific characteristics, 
especially the patients that have not undergone restorative and/
or orthodontic procedures, because most of these patients today 
already passed by these procedures.

The aim of this study was to evaluate the colorimetric 
method and the masticatory performance in patients with 
different clinical situations: patients with natural dentition 
without restorative and/or orthodontic intervention and patients 
with restorations and/or orthodontic intervention, using visible 
spectrophotometry to check for differences between groups. The 
tested hypothesis was that there is no difference in the masticatory 
performance when restorative and/or orthodontic interventions 
are performed.

Material and methods
 

The study was submitted to the Ethics Committee in 
Research of the Federal University of Uberlândia (307.001/13 
CEP/UFU) and approved. Twenty patients were selected for this 
study, after authorization from each patient, expressed in term 
of Informed Consent. The sample calculation was conducted 
(SigmaPlot 12.0 for Windows program, Systat Software Inc, 
USA), considering the expectation of the mean difference equal 
to 0.70, the expectation of a standard deviation of 0.80, the 
study power (1-β) of 0.80 and type I error (α) equal to 0.0514. 
The test estimated a minimum sample size of 20 units (n = 20) 
in each group. 

Inclusion and exclusion criteria were developed in order to 
properly select the patients who would go through the research. 
The control group (Group CG) was composed by adult patients 
with good general health, complete natural dentition (up to 2nd 
molar), without any restorative and/ or orthodontic procedures 
and without signs or symptoms of traumatic occlusion or 
malocclusion, Angle class I and mesofacial. The test group 
(Group TG) was composed by adult patients with good general 
health, complete natural dentition, but submitted to restorative 
(maximum extension until resin restorative for class II MOD) 
and/ or orthodontic intervention and without signs or symptoms 
of traumatic occlusion or malocclusion, Angle class I and 
mesofacial.  

The simulator food15 used was standardized with 1mm 
diameter size  (Fig. 1). Approximately 245-250 mg of pigmented 
granules are placed in a 10mm PVC rectangular capsule, welded 
by radiofrequency. Subjects received instruction before the 
experiment, related to masticatory movements. Three capsules 
containing the granules were delivered separately to chew for 20 
seconds each, controlled by the examiner (Fig. 2). One capsule 
was chewed for 20 seconds only on the left side; the second 
capsule was chewed for 20 seconds only on the right side; 
and the third capsule was chewed for 20 seconds to simulate 

each patient’s mastication. If the capsule ruptured during the 
experiment, it was discarded and a new capsule was performed.

During mastication, the granules were broken and fuchsin 
dye was diffused into the capsule, according to the masticatory 
performance. The contents of the capsule were dissolved in 5 ml 
of water under continuous vibratory motion for 30 seconds. The 
solution was then filtered to remove the unbroken granules and 
the fuchsin solution was analyzed, based on the linear equation 
of the calibration curve. The fuchsin concentration was measured 
using a spectrophotometer (Beckman DU-7 UV, Beckman Inc., 
Palo Alto, CA, USA). The viewable area of the absorbance 
spectrum at 546 nm with fuchsin wavelength was defined as the 
standard calibration curve (0 - 12.5 mg/ mL). 

The mean data and standard deviation of masticatory 
function of each patient was calculated. The results were 
tabulated and analyzed by t-test (α=.05). Statistical correlation 
analysis was performed using a statistical program (SigmaPlot 
12.0 for Windows program, Systat Software Inc, San Jose; 
C.A.; USA).

Results

The results obtained in this study demonstrated that both 
tested groups were not statistically different (p < 0.108), 
according to Figure 3.

For each group, the mean data and standard deviation was 
described in Table 1. 
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Fig.1. Rectangular capsule containing an acid fuchsin pigment.

Fig.2. Completely toothed patient chewing the capsule.
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Discussion

The tested hypothesis was confirmed, since there was no 
difference in the masticatory performance when patients were 
submitted to restorative (maximum extension until resin restorative 
for class II MOD) and/ or orthodontic intervention and without 
signs or symptoms of traumatic occlusion or malocclusion, Angle 
class I and mesofacial. This study confirms that restorative and/or 
orthodontic procedures could be performed, and do not affect the 
masticatory function. It is important to emphases that all tested 
patients did not present signs or symptoms of traumatic occlusion 
or malocclusion. A correctly balanced/adjusted occlusion is 
essential to determine the mean data of the control group. 

The colorimetric method was effective, easily to execute and 
the fuchsin capsule is standardize. All capsules have the same 
containing. It is possible to storage the capsule for a period of 
time, even after the masticatory test. It is an advantage over other 
objective masticatory function methods16-18. The application of this 
standardized methodology is suggested to perform comparison 
between future studies19.

To accomplish some types of clinical studies it is necessary 
select patients for the control group, where they will be considered 
standard gold, was composed by adult patients with good general 
health, complete natural dentition (up to 2nd molar), without any 
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Fig.3. Mean data graphic and standard deviation of the groups and level of absorbance 
of fuchsin.

restorative and/ or orthodontic procedures and without signs or 
symptoms of traumatic occlusion or malocclusion12, but this type 
of patient is rare. Therefor, the results showed that adult patients 
who participated the study with good general health, complete 
natural dentition, but submitted to restorative (maximum extension 
until resin restorative for class II MOD) and/ or orthodontic 
intervention and without signs or symptoms of traumatic occlusion 
or malocclusion, does not affect your performance masticatory.

Within the limitations of this study, restorative (maximum 
extension until resin restorative for class II MOD) and/ or 
orthodontic intervention in patients without signs or symptoms of 
traumatic occlusion or malocclusion, Angle class I and mesofacial 
patients, do not masticatory performance evaluation. The method 
used was effective and easy to execute.
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